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Please take the seat away  when the car needs to be charged and the 
battery is under the seat.  The battery is removable so that can be 
charged either inside the car or outside the car.

12V10AH*1 / 12V7AH*2

35W

Item

Battery

Motor

Size

Speed

Charger

Charging Time

Remote Control Batteries

Available Ages Children from 37-96 month

35KGS

134*103*95cm
3-5km/h

8-12hours

2PCS of AAA Batteries

Input:220V
Output:DC12v1000MA

Maximum Weight

Specifications

Operations Guide  
First time to use(Or replace the battery)  
select not to pair,the car can move after turning on power.  
If select to be paired,please follow the bellows:  
Step 1 Open the remote control battery compartment,put 
two AAA1.5V batteries into the battery  
compartment(pay attention to the battery cavity polarity),close 
the cap,the frequency lamp flashes  
if the battery is installed correctly.  
Step 2 Turn the car power，hold press the frequency key for 2-3 seconds.   
Step 3 Then turn on car power immediately，the frequency lights off.
Please repeat steps 23 if the  
paring not in success of frequency.  
General use  
1.Speed Selection - LOW speed:Only one lamp flashing;
MED speed - Two lamps flashing;  
  HIGH speed - Three lamps flashing.Each owns slow start and stop.  
2.Press the STOP key will stop the car;Other keys like it meant.  
3.The remote control will power off after 15's without operating,any 
key will power on.  
Products through the FCC certification testing and ECM credential.  
  This remote must be used by adult only

Battery polarity cannot be reversed, please ensure the red wire 
is connected to the red battery terminal and the black wire is 
connected to the black battery terminal.
●Press the power switch to OFF position to turn the power off.
●Open the seat,connect the battery plug,red to red.
●Never drain battery completely or to a crawling speed,recharge the battery when a 
decrease in speed and power is noticed warranty will be voided if misuse has occurred.
●Battery charging must be done by adults only.Never allow children to charge the 
   battery.A child could be injured by the electricity involved in charging the battery.
●Please don’t connect the wires to a short circuit.
The charger and the battery are not a toy.Do not allow children to play with the 
charger and the battery.
Only operate the battery and charger specified according to the manual instructions.
●Please do not open the battery and the charger .

●To maintain safety of vehicle, always secure the battery with the 
   bracket.

●The battery must be handled and operated by adults only: the battery is heavy 
    and contains sulfuric acid(electrolyte).Dropping the battery could result in serious injur

●Before charging the battery check if wear or damage to the battery,charger ,
   the connectors and other parts .If any damage is found , the charger should 
   be repaired or replaced immediately .Do not use a damaged charger.   

●It is normal for the adaptor to feel warm during charging,,but if the charger 
   feels too hot,stop charging immediately and check the battery and adaptor.

When charging turn of the power switch.
Please charge the battery for 8-10 hours after first use.
Subsequent charges should be 6-8 hours but not exceeding 10 hours.
If not being used batteries should still be charged at least once a month to keep the 
cells active.
1.Plug the charge into the charging socket.
2.Plug the other end of the charger into your wall socket.
Batteries are perishable items that are subject to under and overcharging, please 
observe the charging times.Charge Hole

Specifications

CHARGING PRECAUTIONS

TROUBLESHOOTING

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem: The car will not move
        Answer 1: Please make sure the charger has been removed 
from the car charging point.
        Answer 2: The battery is low on charger. Please charger for
6-8 hours but not exceeding 10hours.
Charge at least once a month to keep the cells activ

To avoid fuse cut off the power:
 1.Max:30kgs, overload is forbidden
 2.Do not drag ay item behind this 
    product 
 3.Do not allow water or other liquids dip 
    the electrical parts.
 4. Do not change the line system 
     by yourself.

WARNING
 For safe driving, please kindly pay attentions to the following warning matters.
 The product must be assembled and adjusted by adult, please keep children 
 away from moving parts.
 The product doesn’t apply to 36-month and younger children due to internal 
 small parts
 During driving, a child must be fixed by seat belt properly. Do not close to an
 fire!
 Any child must be supervised by adult while using the product and such the 
 adult caregiver should not leave during driving process.
 Do not allow your children to stand or play on the food pedal or in the electric

 The battery must be charged only by adult. Please charge the product before
 using!
 To avoid any harm to children, please keep plastic bags and other packaging
 materials away from children! Such the materials may cause suffocation!
 It is prohibited to use any parts from other manufacturers.
 The charger should not be played as a toy.

Problem:The car only runs for a short time

          WARNING:Vehicle must be charged fully before use.

Answer 1:The battery is low on charge. Please change for 6-8 hours 
but not exceeding 10 hours.
Change at least once a month to keep the active.
Answer 2:Battery ageing
The battery may need to be replaced depending on it’s charging
history and age.
Problem: The sounds do not work.
Please ensure the volume is turned up and the Mp3 lead is not connecthed.
The steering wheel sounds will not work when the MP3 is plugged into the car.
Problem: Charger overheating
It is normal for the battery and charger to warn slightly during
Charging, if they feel excessively hot then please
Check for a current overload or battery short circuit

Please read manual carefully before use. 
 Adult assembly required.
This toy have no brake. 
Not to be used in traffic
Always wear a helmet and protective
clothing when riding.
Continuous adult at all times.
Plsease keep the manual and packing for future 
reference as it contains important information
The instructions for used should bear a reminder 
that the toy should be used with caution since skill
Is require to avoid falls or collisions causing injury 
to the user or third parties.

01. While riding , adult supervision is required all the time
02. Always wear a helmet when driving/
03.  Please dont drive near road or on the footpath.
04. Itis not recommended to drive the vehicle on wet surface or on slope 
      greater than 15-degree.
05. It is recommended to drive this vehicle on smooth surface only.
06. Please dont driving this vehicle outdoors when it is raining.
07. Make sure that the vehicle stop completely before changing direction
      from forward to reverse
08. Please dont allow children to operate the charger or play with the 
      battery 
09. Clean the vehicle with a dry cloth only.
10. Please follow the correct weight and age limits allowed to drive this 
      vehicle.
11. It is prohibited to change the circuit or add other electric parts.
12. Adults must teach their children around safe driving procedures.
13. Please turn the power off when not in use.
14. Check the seat to ensure it has been fitted and secured with a bolt 
      before driving.
15. Inspect all wires and connection of the vehicle periodically.
16. Charging the battery should only be done by adults.
17. Charging plug is located underneath the seat.
18. In order to avoid accidents, please ensure the vehicle is safe before 
      driving.
19. Please dont let any child touch the wheels or be near them when the 
      car is moving.
20. Please mind fingers in opening and closing doors.

1.Press the music button on the steering wheel for horn or music.
2.Attach the MP3 lead to your advice to play or own music through
   the car.
Please note the steering wheel sounds wheel not work when the MP3 
lead is connected.

Pictures are for reference only，please adhere to the original 
products as standard

 The vehicle maximum load weight is 35KG, and please do not use on overload,
 The product applies to children at 37-96 months.

 The toy should not be connected to excessive powers (more than the quantity
 specified herein), and it should not be operated during charging process.
 Must with the protection device, can’t use as traffic tools.
 This toy without braking device.
 Instructions for remote controller batteries.
 All batteries should be inserted with the correct polarity.
 Non-rechargeable battery should not be charged, please remove any running-
 off battery from the toy.
 Do not use old and new batteries together, or mix different types of batteries.
 Power terminals should not be short-circuited.
 Any rechargeable battery must only be charged under adult’s supervision.
 Rechargeable batteries should be removed from the toy before charging. 
Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the toys

Charger

Two holes socket.

Music ButtonHorn

(1) (2)(3)

(4)

(7)

(11) (12)(15)(16)

(5)

(9) (10)(13)

(6)(8) (14)

1.Imitation of air conditioner 
2.Dashboard 
3.multi-function display
4.Key switch 
5.MP3 
6.Display 
7.TF socket 
8.USB socket

9.Volume decrease
10.Volume increase 
11.The last song  
12.The next 
13.Cancel 
14.Display switch 
15.Music 
16.Bluetooth 

        WARNING!
For safety sake:
*Please use this vehicle under the adult guidance and 
 supervision.
*Prohibited to use this product on the the road,slopes,
  highway or other dangerous places!
*When driving,children must wear shoes and helmet.
*When driving,children should be seating in the seat 
  and fasten the seat belt
*The maximum loading capacity of the vehicle is 
  35KGS, and can take only
 One child,the users must be 
 aged 37 months to 96 months! 

Warning-When replacing a replaceable 
battery,first openthe lid and take out the old 
battery.Put in the new battery,pay attention 
to the positive and negative poles,cover 
the lid.

!          WARNING!
The toy is to be assembled by an adult.
WARNING!
Warning!Not to be used in traffic.must be assembled
by an adult.
This toy when in use,please in strict accordance with 
the manual safety
Operation,the startup is detection of tire braking 
function,the steering
Wheel fastening,seat safety,etc.
The toy should be used with caution since skill is 
required to avoid falls or
Collisions causing injury to the user or third parties.

Note on Safety
1.This vehicle is ont suitable for childeen under 36 months .Please use 
   this vehicle under the superbision of adults.
2.Please keep this behicle far from pool,highway,slopes or other 
  dangerous places
3.To avoid gearbox and motor damage.ensure the vehicle has complltrly
stopped when shift gears.
4.Before using,parents should check the main parts:battery,charger.
   wires,plugs,shell and other pats for not damaging screw loose whether
   if there is potentialsecurith risks any damage found stop using until 
   well repaired
5.To avoid rust lubricate the iron parts whith lubricating oil after using 
for some time
6.The vehicle should be kept away from fire and long-term light 
   side-up forshortage upside down
7.Do not use the fuse not matching the product
8.Do not change the wire system by yourself  the frpair work must be 
   carred outunder the guidance of professingals and technical staff

USB

TF CARD

LIEN IN PREV/V- PLAY/PAUSE

FM SEARCH

NEXT/V+ MODE

Story/V-: Mode of Story/V-
 Pressing slightly and it will be prior music or broadcast channel. Pressing 
for a longer time and it  will lower the volume.
Music/V+:Mode of Music/V+

 Pressing slightlg and it will be next music or broadcast channel. Pressing 
for a longer time and it  will higher the volume.
Song/XX: Mode of Songs

 Pressing longer and it will search broadcasting station automaticly.
Education: Earlier education.

 Mode: Radio, Bluetooth, SD Card, MP3, USB connector
Speaker: Horns of cars
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1.Press the music button on the steering wheel for horn or music.
2.Attach the MP3 lead to your advice to play or own music through
   the car.
Please note the steering wheel sounds wheel not work when the MP3 
lead is connected.

Pictures are for reference only，please adhere to the original 
products as standard

 The vehicle maximum load weight is 35KG, and please do not use on overload,
 The product applies to children at 37-96 months.

 The toy should not be connected to excessive powers (more than the quantity
 specified herein), and it should not be operated during charging process.
 Must with the protection device, can’t use as traffic tools.
 This toy without braking device.
 Instructions for remote controller batteries.
 All batteries should be inserted with the correct polarity.
 Non-rechargeable battery should not be charged, please remove any running-
 off battery from the toy.
 Do not use old and new batteries together, or mix different types of batteries.
 Power terminals should not be short-circuited.
 Any rechargeable battery must only be charged under adult’s supervision.
 Rechargeable batteries should be removed from the toy before charging. 
Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the toys

Charger

Two holes socket.

Music ButtonHorn

(1) (2)(3)

(4)

(7)

(11) (12)(15)(16)

(5)

(9) (10)(13)

(6)(8) (14)

1.Imitation of air conditioner 
2.Dashboard 
3.multi-function display
4.Key switch 
5.MP3 
6.Display 
7.TF socket 
8.USB socket

9.Volume decrease
10.Volume increase 
11.The last song  
12.The next 
13.Cancel 
14.Display switch 
15.Music 
16.Bluetooth 

        WARNING!
For safety sake:
*Please use this vehicle under the adult guidance and 
 supervision.
*Prohibited to use this product on the the road,slopes,
  highway or other dangerous places!
*When driving,children must wear shoes and helmet.
*When driving,children should be seating in the seat 
  and fasten the seat belt
*The maximum loading capacity of the vehicle is 
  35KGS, and can take only
 One child,the users must be 
 aged 37 months to 96 months! 

Warning-When replacing a replaceable 
battery,first openthe lid and take out the old 
battery.Put in the new battery,pay attention 
to the positive and negative poles,cover 
the lid.

!          WARNING!
The toy is to be assembled by an adult.
WARNING!
Warning!Not to be used in traffic.must be assembled
by an adult.
This toy when in use,please in strict accordance with 
the manual safety
Operation,the startup is detection of tire braking 
function,the steering
Wheel fastening,seat safety,etc.
The toy should be used with caution since skill is 
required to avoid falls or
Collisions causing injury to the user or third parties.

Note on Safety
1.This vehicle is ont suitable for childeen under 36 months .Please use 
   this vehicle under the superbision of adults.
2.Please keep this behicle far from pool,highway,slopes or other 
  dangerous places
3.To avoid gearbox and motor damage.ensure the vehicle has complltrly
stopped when shift gears.
4.Before using,parents should check the main parts:battery,charger.
   wires,plugs,shell and other pats for not damaging screw loose whether
   if there is potentialsecurith risks any damage found stop using until 
   well repaired
5.To avoid rust lubricate the iron parts whith lubricating oil after using 
for some time
6.The vehicle should be kept away from fire and long-term light 
   side-up forshortage upside down
7.Do not use the fuse not matching the product
8.Do not change the wire system by yourself  the frpair work must be 
   carred outunder the guidance of professingals and technical staff

USB

TF CARD

LIEN IN PREV/V- PLAY/PAUSE

FM SEARCH

NEXT/V+ MODE

Story/V-: Mode of Story/V-
 Pressing slightly and it will be prior music or broadcast channel. Pressing 
for a longer time and it  will lower the volume.
Music/V+:Mode of Music/V+

 Pressing slightlg and it will be next music or broadcast channel. Pressing 
for a longer time and it  will higher the volume.
Song/XX: Mode of Songs

 Pressing longer and it will search broadcasting station automaticly.
Education: Earlier education.

 Mode: Radio, Bluetooth, SD Card, MP3, USB connector
Speaker: Horns of cars
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Please take the seat away  when the car needs to be charged and the 
battery is under the seat.  The battery is removable so that can be 
charged either inside the car or outside the car.

12V10AH*1 / 12V7AH*2

35W

Item

Battery

Motor

Size

Speed

Charger

Charging Time

Remote Control Batteries

Available Ages Children from 37-96 month

35KGS

134*103*95cm
3-5km/h

8-12hours

2PCS of AAA Batteries

Input:220V
Output:DC12v1000MA

Maximum Weight

Specifications

Operations Guide  
First time to use(Or replace the battery)  
select not to pair,the car can move after turning on power.  
If select to be paired,please follow the bellows:  
Step 1 Open the remote control battery compartment,put 
two AAA1.5V batteries into the battery  
compartment(pay attention to the battery cavity polarity),close 
the cap,the frequency lamp flashes  
if the battery is installed correctly.  
Step 2 Turn the car power，hold press the frequency key for 2-3 seconds.   
Step 3 Then turn on car power immediately，the frequency lights off.
Please repeat steps 23 if the  
paring not in success of frequency.  
General use  
1.Speed Selection - LOW speed:Only one lamp flashing;
MED speed - Two lamps flashing;  
  HIGH speed - Three lamps flashing.Each owns slow start and stop.  
2.Press the STOP key will stop the car;Other keys like it meant.  
3.The remote control will power off after 15's without operating,any 
key will power on.  
Products through the FCC certification testing and ECM credential.  
  This remote must be used by adult only

Battery polarity cannot be reversed, please ensure the red wire 
is connected to the red battery terminal and the black wire is 
connected to the black battery terminal.
●Press the power switch to OFF position to turn the power off.
●Open the seat,connect the battery plug,red to red.
●Never drain battery completely or to a crawling speed,recharge the battery when a 
decrease in speed and power is noticed warranty will be voided if misuse has occurred.
●Battery charging must be done by adults only.Never allow children to charge the 
   battery.A child could be injured by the electricity involved in charging the battery.
●Please don’t connect the wires to a short circuit.
The charger and the battery are not a toy.Do not allow children to play with the 
charger and the battery.
Only operate the battery and charger specified according to the manual instructions.
●Please do not open the battery and the charger .

●To maintain safety of vehicle, always secure the battery with the 
   bracket.

●The battery must be handled and operated by adults only: the battery is heavy 
    and contains sulfuric acid(electrolyte).Dropping the battery could result in serious injur

●Before charging the battery check if wear or damage to the battery,charger ,
   the connectors and other parts .If any damage is found , the charger should 
   be repaired or replaced immediately .Do not use a damaged charger.   

●It is normal for the adaptor to feel warm during charging,,but if the charger 
   feels too hot,stop charging immediately and check the battery and adaptor.

When charging turn of the power switch.
Please charge the battery for 8-10 hours after first use.
Subsequent charges should be 6-8 hours but not exceeding 10 hours.
If not being used batteries should still be charged at least once a month to keep the 
cells active.
1.Plug the charge into the charging socket.
2.Plug the other end of the charger into your wall socket.
Batteries are perishable items that are subject to under and overcharging, please 
observe the charging times.Charge Hole

Specifications

CHARGING PRECAUTIONS

TROUBLESHOOTING

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem: The car will not move
        Answer 1: Please make sure the charger has been removed 
from the car charging point.
        Answer 2: The battery is low on charger. Please charger for
6-8 hours but not exceeding 10hours.
Charge at least once a month to keep the cells activ

To avoid fuse cut off the power:
 1.Max:30kgs, overload is forbidden
 2.Do not drag ay item behind this 
    product 
 3.Do not allow water or other liquids dip 
    the electrical parts.
 4. Do not change the line system 
     by yourself.

WARNING
 For safe driving, please kindly pay attentions to the following warning matters.
 The product must be assembled and adjusted by adult, please keep children 
 away from moving parts.
 The product doesn’t apply to 36-month and younger children due to internal 
 small parts
 During driving, a child must be fixed by seat belt properly. Do not close to an
 fire!
 Any child must be supervised by adult while using the product and such the 
 adult caregiver should not leave during driving process.
 Do not allow your children to stand or play on the food pedal or in the electric

 The battery must be charged only by adult. Please charge the product before
 using!
 To avoid any harm to children, please keep plastic bags and other packaging
 materials away from children! Such the materials may cause suffocation!
 It is prohibited to use any parts from other manufacturers.
 The charger should not be played as a toy.

Problem:The car only runs for a short time

          WARNING:Vehicle must be charged fully before use.

Answer 1:The battery is low on charge. Please change for 6-8 hours 
but not exceeding 10 hours.
Change at least once a month to keep the active.
Answer 2:Battery ageing
The battery may need to be replaced depending on it’s charging
history and age.
Problem: The sounds do not work.
Please ensure the volume is turned up and the Mp3 lead is not connecthed.
The steering wheel sounds will not work when the MP3 is plugged into the car.
Problem: Charger overheating
It is normal for the battery and charger to warn slightly during
Charging, if they feel excessively hot then please
Check for a current overload or battery short circuit

Please read manual carefully before use. 
 Adult assembly required.
This toy have no brake. 
Not to be used in traffic
Always wear a helmet and protective
clothing when riding.
Continuous adult at all times.
Plsease keep the manual and packing for future 
reference as it contains important information
The instructions for used should bear a reminder 
that the toy should be used with caution since skill
Is require to avoid falls or collisions causing injury 
to the user or third parties.

01. While riding , adult supervision is required all the time
02. Always wear a helmet when driving/
03.  Please dont drive near road or on the footpath.
04. Itis not recommended to drive the vehicle on wet surface or on slope 
      greater than 15-degree.
05. It is recommended to drive this vehicle on smooth surface only.
06. Please dont driving this vehicle outdoors when it is raining.
07. Make sure that the vehicle stop completely before changing direction
      from forward to reverse
08. Please dont allow children to operate the charger or play with the 
      battery 
09. Clean the vehicle with a dry cloth only.
10. Please follow the correct weight and age limits allowed to drive this 
      vehicle.
11. It is prohibited to change the circuit or add other electric parts.
12. Adults must teach their children around safe driving procedures.
13. Please turn the power off when not in use.
14. Check the seat to ensure it has been fitted and secured with a bolt 
      before driving.
15. Inspect all wires and connection of the vehicle periodically.
16. Charging the battery should only be done by adults.
17. Charging plug is located underneath the seat.
18. In order to avoid accidents, please ensure the vehicle is safe before 
      driving.
19. Please dont let any child touch the wheels or be near them when the 
      car is moving.
20. Please mind fingers in opening and closing doors.

1.Press the music button on the steering wheel for horn or music.
2.Attach the MP3 lead to your advice to play or own music through
   the car.
Please note the steering wheel sounds wheel not work when the MP3 
lead is connected.

Pictures are for reference only，please adhere to the original 
products as standard

 The vehicle maximum load weight is 35KG, and please do not use on overload,
 The product applies to children at 37-96 months.

 The toy should not be connected to excessive powers (more than the quantity
 specified herein), and it should not be operated during charging process.
 Must with the protection device, can’t use as traffic tools.
 This toy without braking device.
 Instructions for remote controller batteries.
 All batteries should be inserted with the correct polarity.
 Non-rechargeable battery should not be charged, please remove any running-
 off battery from the toy.
 Do not use old and new batteries together, or mix different types of batteries.
 Power terminals should not be short-circuited.
 Any rechargeable battery must only be charged under adult’s supervision.
 Rechargeable batteries should be removed from the toy before charging. 
Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the toys

Charger

Two holes socket.
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 supervision.
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  highway or other dangerous places!
*When driving,children must wear shoes and helmet.
*When driving,children should be seating in the seat 
  and fasten the seat belt
*The maximum loading capacity of the vehicle is 
  35KGS, and can take only
 One child,the users must be 
 aged 37 months to 96 months! 

Warning-When replacing a replaceable 
battery,first openthe lid and take out the old 
battery.Put in the new battery,pay attention 
to the positive and negative poles,cover 
the lid.

!          WARNING!
The toy is to be assembled by an adult.
WARNING!
Warning!Not to be used in traffic.must be assembled
by an adult.
This toy when in use,please in strict accordance with 
the manual safety
Operation,the startup is detection of tire braking 
function,the steering
Wheel fastening,seat safety,etc.
The toy should be used with caution since skill is 
required to avoid falls or
Collisions causing injury to the user or third parties.

Note on Safety
1.This vehicle is ont suitable for childeen under 36 months .Please use 
   this vehicle under the superbision of adults.
2.Please keep this behicle far from pool,highway,slopes or other 
  dangerous places
3.To avoid gearbox and motor damage.ensure the vehicle has complltrly
stopped when shift gears.
4.Before using,parents should check the main parts:battery,charger.
   wires,plugs,shell and other pats for not damaging screw loose whether
   if there is potentialsecurith risks any damage found stop using until 
   well repaired
5.To avoid rust lubricate the iron parts whith lubricating oil after using 
for some time
6.The vehicle should be kept away from fire and long-term light 
   side-up forshortage upside down
7.Do not use the fuse not matching the product
8.Do not change the wire system by yourself  the frpair work must be 
   carred outunder the guidance of professingals and technical staff
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 Pressing slightly and it will be prior music or broadcast channel. Pressing 
for a longer time and it  will lower the volume.
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 Pressing slightlg and it will be next music or broadcast channel. Pressing 
for a longer time and it  will higher the volume.
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Education: Earlier education.
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